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Red Queen
Glass Sword
King's Cage
War Storm
Broken Throne

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Mare Barrow's world is
divided by blood—
those with common,
Red blood serve the
Silver-blooded elite,
who are gifted with
superhuman abilities.
Mare is a Red, scraping
by as a thief in a poor,
rural village, until a
twist of fate throws her
in front of the Silver
court. Before the king,
princes, and all the
nobles, she discovers
she has an ability of her
own."

Sands of Arawiya  - Hafsah Faizal
YAFIC FAIZAL

We Hunt the Flame
We Free the Stars

1.
2.

"Inspired by the magical
folklore of Arabia, Hafsah
Faizal's Sands of Arawiya
series is the story of two
warriors driven by duty
and bound by fate. "

Shadwo  and Bone Series- Leigh
Bardugo

 YAFIC BARDUGO

Shadow and Bone
Siege and Storm
Ruin and Rising

1.
2.
3.

"The story of Alina
Starkov, a soldier in
the kingdom of Ravka
who discovers she
possesses magical
abilities"

The Young Elites
The Rose Society
The Midnight Star

1.
2.
3.

"The Young Elites is set
in a Renaissance-like
world where magic is
new, chaotic, and
misunderstood, and
three rival societies
with supernatural
abilities battle for
power. And a girl
transforms from an
unwanted daughter
into a fearsome
leader, igniting panic
and sparking war
between seven
nations."

The Young Elites Trilogy - Marie Lu
YAFIC LU



Folk of Air Trilogy - Holly Black
YAFIC BLACK

Cruel Prince
Wicked King
Queen of Nothing
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2.
3.

"Filled with twists and
enchantment, as one girl
learns the meaning of
true power when she
finds herself caught in a
web of royal faerie
intrigue."

Graceling  Realm Trilogy- Kristin Cashore
YAFIC CASHORe

Graceling
Fire
Bitterblue
Winterkeep

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set in the world of the
Seven Kingdoms, some
citizens are born with
special skills called
Graces.

The Golden
Compass
The Subtle Knife
The Amber Spyglass

1.

2.
3.

"These thrilling
adventures tell the story
of Lyra and Will—two
ordinary children on a
perilous journey
through shimmering
haunted otherworlds.
They will meet witches
and armored bears,
fallen angels and soul-
eating specters. And in
the end, the fate of both
the living—and the
dead—will rely on
them"

His  Dark Material Trilogy - Phillip
Pullman

YAFIC PULLMAN

His Fair Assassin Trilogy - Robin
Lafevers

YAFIC LAFEVERS

Grave Mercy
Dark Triumph
Mortal Heart

1.
2.
3.

"In fifteenth-century
France, the convent of
Saint Mortain provides
sanctuary to girls
seeking refuge from the
cruelty of the outside
world. But sanctuary
comes at a price—and
each of Death’s
handmaidens pays it in
blood."

We  Set the Dark on Fire Duology - Tehlor
Kay Mejia

YAFIC MEIJA

We Set the Dark on
Fire
We Unleash the
Merciless Storm

1.

2.

"In this daring and
romantic
fantasy...society wife-in-
training Dani has a
great awakening after
being recruited by rebel
spies and falling for her
biggest rival."

 Six of Crows Duology - Leigh Bardugo
YAFIC BARDUGO

Six of Crows
Crooked Kingdom

1.
2.

"Six dangerous outcasts.
One impossible
heist...Follow Kaz and his
crew into a world of
magic and mayhem as
they attempt to pull
off―and survive―the
job of a lifetime."


